
Aggregate Demand and 
Supply

Changes of Supply and Demand
VS.

Changes of AS and AD



Reasons for Change in Supply

 A change in cost of 
inputs to production 
process

 A change in technology
 A change in the 

number of producers in 
the market

 Government policies 
and regulations

 Producer Expectations



Reasons for Change in Demand

 A change in consumer 
expectations

 A change in consumer 
taste

 A change in the 
number of consumers 
in the market

 A change in the price of 
substitute goods

 A change in the price of 
complementary goods

 Change in Income



Reasons for Change in AS

 Changes in Labor 

 Changes in Capital 

 Changes in Natural Resources

 Changes inTechnology and 
Knowledge

 Changes in Government 
Regulations



 Availability of raw materials
 Input prices
 Competition
 International trade barriers
 Regulatory implementations to businesses
 Labor supply
 Education and training of employees
 Marginal tax rate



Reasons for Change in AD

 Changes in Consumption

 Changes in Investment 
Spending

 Changes in Government 
Spending

 Changes in Net-Exports



 Foreign exchange rates of US $

 Security about jobs and future income

 Economic conditions in other countries

 Real interest rates

 Taxes

 Amount of money in circulation



Time to Practice

 The problems will be mixed:

 Microeconomics: Change in S / D

 Macroeconomics: Change in AS / AD



 Students in the US exceed the 
expectations on state and 
national tests

 Advancement in human capital 
will increase AS



 How should a decrease in the 
price of milk effect the price of 
ice cream? Why?

 Decrease price of Ice Cream

 S shifts right

 Input Costs



 A new invention makes solar 
energy the least expensive 
way to heat homes and fuel 
cars

 Changes in Technology

 AS shifts right



 If the price for cotton 
increases, and if people prefer 
wool shirts over cotton shirts, 
then

 The supply of cotton shirts will 
decrease

 Input cost

 The demand of wool shirts will 
increase

 Substitute good



 Consumer confidence falls to 
a long time low

 Overall consumption will 
decrease

 AD shifts left



 What will happen to gas 
guzzlers if the price of gasoline 
keeps rising?

 Demand for gas guzzlers will 
decrease 

 Gasoline is a complementary 
good for cars

 People will move to more 
energy efficient cars (change in 
taste)



 Flood destroys 15% of 
nation’s corn and soybean 
crops

 Natural Resource are effected / 
destroyed

 AS shifts left



 Cost-efficient miniature nuclear 
reactors have been developed 
than can supplement energy 
production at conventional coal 
power plants

 Possible increase in supply of 
power

 New Technology

 Positive Externality – less 
pollution

 Negative Externality –

Danger of nuclear waste



 Taxes on salaries and wages 
are increased by 10%

 Increase in overall production 
cost due to government rules 
and regulations

 AS will decrease



 Result of US Postal Service 
Study

 While very few people still 
write letters or post cards, 
social networks such as Twitter 
experience more and more 
customers

 US Postal Services looses 
customer

 Change in number of 
consumers – D shifts left

 Chang in consumer taste and 
preference

 D for electronic networking 
increases



 An unexpected peace treaty 
allows for reduction in 
military spending

 Less Government Spending 

 AD shifts left



 U.S. tightens import rules on 
Chinese products due to 
malfunction problems

 Importing fewer goods will 
have a positive effect on NX 
and thus shift AD to the right


